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Abstract 
ErnC, M., The number of partially ordered sets with more points than incomparable pairs, 
Discrete Mathematics 105 (1992) 49-60. 
Let pkn denote the number of unlabeled posets with n points and k unrelated pairs. We show 
that for k <n, these numbers satisfy a recursion formula of the form pkn = &~~p~_~,~_,_,, 
where the coefficients cj can be computed if the numbers qjm of all ordinally indecomposable 
posets with m points and j unrelated pairs are known for m - 1 <j G k. The crucial lemma for 
the proof states that (lim = 0 for j cm - 1. From the recursion formula it follows that pkn is a 
polynomial of degree k in the variable n and that pa. 2 (” ; ‘) with asymptotic equality for fixed 
k. For small values of k, we determine these polynomials explicitly. At the other end of the 
scale, we find that 9n-,,n = 2”m3 for n 3 3. Similar results are obtained for the number of 
labeled posets with a fixed linear extension and a given number of unrelated pairs. 
Recently, Culberson and Rawlins [2] have developed a fast algorithm for 
computing the number pk,, of unlabeled (i.e., isomorphism classes of) posets with 
a given number 12 of points and a fixed number k of unrelated (‘incomparable’) 
pairs, i.e., two-element antichains. Using this algorithm, they have obtained a 
complete list of these numbers for all n G 15 and k G 14. On account of this 
numerical material, they have conjectured that for k < n, the numbers pkn satisfy 
a formula of the following form: 
Pkn = i: CjPk-j,n-j-1, (*I 
j=o 
where the first coefficients cj are 
1, 1, 1,3,8,21,63,195,612,1971,6458,21426,71905,243640,832242, . . . 
Since this recursion formula becomes wrong for k 2 n, the above authors have 
guessed that the validity of the recursion may depend on the fact that any poset 
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with n points and less than n - 1 unrelated pairs must be connected. But as we 
shall see soon, not the decomposition into (connected) components is relevant for 
this phenomenon, but the decomposition into ordinal summands. We shall show 
that in fact an identity of the form (* ) exists, although the computation of the 
coefficients ck is rather tedious and requires the knowledge of the numbers qjm of 
all unlabeled ordinally indecomposable posets (see below) with m points and j 
incomparable pairs for m - 1 s j s k. 
For a given finite poset P, we denote by 
II or np the cardinality of the underlying set, 
< or sp the partial order of P, 
d or dr the number of unrelated doubletons (incomparable pairs) in P. 
Thus (‘;) - d is the cardinality of the relation < (considered as a subset of P x P). 
The ordinal sum Q CD R of two posets Q and R is the disjoint union of the 
underlying sets of Q and R, respectively, partially ordered by 
xsaeRy iff XCay or x6,y or (x,Y)EQxR. 
In other words, the ordinal sum is obtained by placing R above Q. A poset P is 
said to be (ordinally) decomposable if P is empty or P = Q 03 R for suitable 
non-empty posets Q and R, otherwise (ordinally) indecomposable. By induction 
one shows easily that each finite poset P has a unique representation 
P=Q,@..-03Qm 
into non-empty ordinally indecomposable summands Qi. Our first result puts the 
evident observation that posets with many comparable pairs must be ordinally 
decomposable into a more precise framework. 
Lemma 1. If a finite poset P is ordinally indecomposable then: 
(1) for any two maximal elements x, y E P, one of the subposets P - {x} and 
P - {y} is ordinally indecomposable, 
(2) dr 3 np - 1. 
Proof. Since every poset has a linear extension, we may assume that P = (g, =~r), 
that x spy implies x c y in the natural order of 0 = { 1, . . . , n}, and that the 
elements n - 1 and n are maximal. Of course, P - {x} denotes the subset n - {x} 
together with the order induced from Go. 
(1) Assume P - {n} and P - {n - 1} are ordinally decomposable, say 
P-{n}={l,2 ,... ,k}@{k+l,.. . ,n-1}, 
P-{n-1)=(1,2 ,... ,m}@{m+l,..., n-2,n). 
(Notice that in any ordinal decomposition P - {x} = Q CB R, we must have q c r 
forallqeQandreR.) 
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If kcm then k<n and consequently P={1,...,k}G3{k+1,...,n}; 
otherwise, m<k<n-1 and consequently P={l,. . . ,m}@{m+l,. . . ,n}. 
In both cases, we obtain a contradiction to the indecomposability of P. Hence, 
either for x = n or for x = n - 1, the subposet P - {x} is indecomposable. By 
duality, P - (1) or P - (2) is indecomposable, too. 
(2) This follows from (1) by induction on np: if n > 1, choose a maximal x E P 
such that P - {x} is indecomposable. Then the induction hypothesis yields 
dp-(x) 3 np - 2, and since x cannot be the greatest element of P (otherwise P 
would be decomposable), d, 2 dp_cxj + 1 Z= nP - 1. Cl 
Of course, the lower bound n - 1 for the number d of unrelated pairs in an 
indecomposable poset is the best possible, since the disjoint union of a singleton 
and an (n - 1)-element chain satisfies d = n - 1. 
Observing that every finite poset P has a unique representation P = Q CT3 R 
where Q is indecomposable, and that 
d QCTSR = d, + dR, 
we obtain immediately a recursion formula for the numbers pkn in terms of the 
corresponding numbers qkn of unlabeled indecomposable posets with n points and 
k unrelated pairs. Thus, poo = 1 but qW=qkO=pkD=Ofor k>O. 
Lemma 2. For all natural numbers n > 0 and k > 0, 
n-l k 
Pkn = qkn + z1 j=z_, qjmpk-j,n-m= 2, jz$_, qjmpk-j,n-m 
and 
q,=O ifk<n-1 ark> l. 
0 
Using the generating functions 
m 
P(% Y) = 2 c PknXkYn and q(X> Y) = i: i: qknXkyn, 
k=O n=O k=O n=O 
we may write the recursion in Lemma 2 as a functional equation for these formal 
power series (cf. Stanley [4]): setting pO(x, y) =p(x, y) - 1, we get 
Po(% Y) =4(x, Y)P(X, Y), 
whence 
and 
Ax, Y) = (1-4(x, YN’ = 1+ 4(x, Y) +4(x, y)‘+ 4(x, Y13 +. . * 
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Table 1 
The numbers qkn for k s 14 
k n 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
0 10000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 01000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 00100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 00120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 00034 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 00018 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0001822 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 6 32 56 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 3 37 10.5 136 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 1 34 160 312 320 128 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 1 23 198 568 864 736 256 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 16 209 874 1814 2280 1664 512 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 7 19.5 1173 3242 5400 5808 3712 1024 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 3 161 1420 5120 10849 15280 14400 8192 2048 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 1 111 1561 7394 19337 33885 41608 34944 17920 4096 
Comparing coefficients leads to the following explicit expression for the numbers 
q,_, in terms of the numbers pk,, and vice versa. 
Corollary 3. 
pkn = j,+_zjS=k G1 qj?.W 
m,+...+mr=n 
qkn = - 
m,+...+m,=n 
Using Lemma 2 and the numerical tables for the coefficients Pk,, given in [2], we 
can compute backwards the coefficients qk,, for k G 14: see Table 1. Evidently, the 
diagonal elements are powers of 2. Indeed, Lemma 1 provides an easy proof for 
this observation. 
Proposition 4. qn-l,n = [2”-3]. 
Here, as usual, 1x1 denotes the least integer upper bound of x. The proof is 
similar to that of Proposition 4’) which will be given later on. More involved is 
the computation of the diagonal elements qnn. A careful distinction of several 
cases, combined with an iterated application of Lemma 1, leads to (cf. [3]): 
Proposition 5. qnn = [2”-‘(3n - 7)1. 
Now consider the ‘shifted’ generating function 
4(x, J’> = 2 5 qk,k-i+lxky’* 
k=O i=O 
The usual method of comparing coefficients yields the following result. 
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Lemma 6. There is a unique formal power series c(x) = CL=, ckxk solving the 
fixpoint equation 
4(x, c(x)) = c(x). 
The coeficients ck are obtained recursively by the following identities: 
k k-i 
c$,‘)= 1, CT:‘)= 0 for s >O and c(‘+‘)= 3 
Apparently, the numbers I$ are just the coefficients of the ith power of c(x): 
c(x)i = i: Cl’P 
s=o 
Furthermore, the power series q(x, y) and 4(x, y) are related by the self-inverse 
transformations 
q(x, Y) = $(xY, Y-'>Y and Q(x, y) = q(xy, y-‘)y. 
Now we can show that the coefficients ck satisfy the desired identity ( 8 ). 
Theorem 7. pk,, = cf=() Cjpk_j,n_j_l for k < n. Thus 
Pan = Po,n-1 = 1 
Pin = Pl,n-I + PO,n-2 
P2” = P2w-1 + Pl.n-2 + PO.n-3 
P3n = P3.n--I + P2.n-2 + Pl.n-3 + 3po.4 
P4n =P4,n-I +P3.n-2 +p2,n-3 + 3jh.n-4 + 8po,n--5 
Proof. Define recursively numbers bjz by 
m-l 
@J’=q. 6. In ,m, ci+l) = c C.&ji)s,m-s, 1m 
s=o 
and put 
d,“’ = i bj(;)_,+, (with b”’ j,j_r+l = 0 for r >j). 
r=O 
First one proves by a straightforward induction on m the identity 
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Now the special choice m = i + 1 yields for j s k (see Lemma 6): 
j-l I-1 j-i-l 
di’k’ = dji’ = qi,j+l + C blf;‘-’ = qj,j+l + C C cl’+“qj_,,j_i_, 
i=O i=o s=o 
j j-i 
By induction on i and n > k, we shall prove the equations 
(EJ pkn = 5 dy’pk_j,n_j-1 + *g’ 2 bjipk_j,n_,_i. 
j=O m=l j=m+i 
including, for i = k, the claimed equation in Theorem 7. 
For this, we shall use the induction hypothesis 
prr = C ~~p,-~,~-~_~ for r < t < n. 
s=o 
By Lemma 2, we have for k < n the equation 
PO) Pkn =,z, qj.j+lpk-j.n-j-l + .‘c- 2 m=, j=m %Pk-_jln--m~ 
Now, assuming (E;) for some i, we conclude that 
pkn = i dF)Pk_j,n_,-l + n2 5 bjik$ C,yPk_j-_s,n__m_i__s-l 
j=O m=l j=m+i s=o 
j-i-l 
dj” + x c,bj!?,,j_i-, p&j,n-j_l 
s=o > 
n-1 
+ 2 5 m$l C,bIi),,,_,Pk_j,n_m-i-~ 
m=l j=m+i+l s=O 
=,~, (dI” + bj~:_‘)Pk_j,,_j--l + ~~’ ~ b~n+“Pk_j,n__m-i-l, 
m=l j=m+i+l 
which gives (Ei+r). 0 
In terms of generating functions, the proof would become a bit more elegant, 
but this would require a few extra definitions and arguments. 
Notice that 
k-l 
‘k = Pk,k+l - g CjPk-j,k-j. 
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From Theorem 7 it follows by induction that for k c n, the function pkn is a 
polynomial of degree k in the variable n. Moreover, concrete computation shows 
that pkn is a sum of binomial coefficients multiplied by certain integers: 
n-1 
Pan = ( > 0 
n-1 
Pin = ( > 1 
n-1 
P2n = ( ) 2 
Pkn = i akj( n & ‘) 
j=O 
where the coefficients akj can be determined recursively from the ‘diagonal 
sequence’ pkk and the numbers ck (see [3]): 
Qkj = Cj+l + 2 ci(ak-i,j_i+l - ak-i,j-i) for i < k, akk =Pkk- 
i=l 
Table 2 
The coefficients a% for j =s k 6 13 
k i 01234 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
0 1 
1 1 0 
2 10 0 
3 10 2 1 
4 1044 3 
5 1 0 6 7 11 10 
6 1 0 8 10 23 37 44 
7 1 0 10 13 39 76 127 168 
8 1 0 12 16 59 127 251 433 629 
9 1 0 14 19 83 190 424 850 1525 2386 
10 1 0 16 22 111 265 654 1455 2955 5444 8974 
11 1 0 18 25 143 352 949 2284 5069 10375 19552 33614 
12 1 0 20 28 179 451 1317 3373 8033 17802 36790 70746 125818 
13 1 0 22 31 219 562 1766 4758 12029 28444 63136 131608 257370 470396 
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Explicitly, one obtains the following identities (see Table 2): 
ako = 
a kl = 
a k2 = 
ak3 = 
a k4 = 
ak5 = 
a k6 = 
ak7 = 
, k-0 
( > 
= 
0 
1 
o k-l 
( > 
0 
2(“;2)+ o(+)I 2k- 4 
3(k;3) + l(ki3) = 3k- 8 
4(ki4)+ 8(k;4)+ 3(k;4)= 2kZ- lOk+ 11 
12(k;5)+ 27(k;s)+ 10(k;5)= 6k2- 39k+ 55 
8(k56)+ 4l(k;9+ 83(k;6)+ 44(k;6)= $k”-yk* + Fk- 41 
36(k;7)+152(k;7)+265(k;7)+168(k;7)= 6k3 - 68k2 + 271k - 455 
ak8=16(k~8)+150(k~8)+534(k~8)+896(k~8)+629(k~8) =;k4-$k3_~k2+~k _ 35 
akj = c b, for nonnegative integers b, (see [3]). 
m =,/* 
For j = 2m, akj is a polynomial in k of degree m = j/2, with leading term 
(2k)“lm!. 
It is easy to see that 
qkn a qk-l,n-1, 
and with the help of Lemma 6, it follows that the sequence (ck) is monotone 
increasing. This together with Theorem 7 gives the inequality 
Pkn apk,n-l +Pk-l,n-1. 
Thus we obtain the following. 
corohy 8. pk,, 2 (” k ‘) for k < n. Hence the number of unlabeled posets with n 
points and less than n incomparable pairs is at Least 2R-‘. 
The actual numbers are 
1,2,4,11,32,96,311,1043,3567, . , . 
and this sequence seems to increase faster than 3”-2. 
Now let us turn to a slightly different situation and consider all natural orders 
on n = {l, . . . , n}, that is, all posets P = (n, So) such that x spy implies x s y in 
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the usual order for natural numbers (cf. Avann [l]). The number of (labeled) 
naturally ordered sets with n points and k unrelated pairs is denoted Pnk, and 
similarly Qnk denotes the corresponding number of ordinally indecomposable 
naturally ordered sets. A straightforward inspection shows that all previous 
results on the numbers pkn and qkn have strict analogues for the numbers Pkn and 
Q kn, respectively. For example, the same arguments as for Lemma 2 show the 
following. 
Lemma 2’. For all natural numbers n > 0 and k 3 0, 
n-l k 
and 
Pkn = Qkn + c c QjmPk-j,n-m 
m=l j=m-1 
Qkn=O ifk<n-lark> 
n 0 2 . 
Again, this formula in connection with the table for the coefficients Pkn 
presented in [2] yields explicit values of the numbers Qk,, for k C 12 and all n, see 
Table 3. 
The diagonal of Table 3 suggests the following observation. 
Proposition 4’. Qn-l,n = 3”-‘for n > 1. 
Avann [l] claimed to have a ‘lengthy but not complicated’ proof for this 
formula. Lemma 1 provides a rather succinct argument: Let .S?(k, n) denote the 
set of all indecomposable naturally ordered sets with n points and k unrelated 
pairs. By Lemma 1, each P E S!(n - 1, n) has exactly two maximal elements, 
m and It. One of them is related to all points but one, and the other to exactly 
Table 3 
The numbers Qkn for k s 12 
kn 1234 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 01000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 00300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 001 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0001127 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 6 58 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 1 79 249 243 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 65 501 972 729 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 35 739 2503 3591 2187 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 10 849 4953 11134 12798 6561 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 1 764 8172 26702 46152 44469 19683 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 526 11398 54419 128274 182331 151632 59049 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 260 13714 97177 303025 572451 695493 509571 177147 
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at - 2 points (otherwise, P would be decomposable, or dp_(x) s d, - 2 = it - 3 < 
n,_{,) - 1 for x = rrr or x = n contradicting Lemma 1). Thus, for 12 2 3, we can 
construct all posets in ?!(n - 1, n) from those in Z!(n - 2, it - 1) as follows: 
(1) To each Q E S(n - 2, it - 1) add n as a new maximal element, putting it 
above all points of Q except one (which must be maximal). Since Q has exactly 
two maximal elements, this produces 2Qn_-2,n_-l members of Z?(n - 1, n). 
(2) Replace in each poset Q E .S(n - 2, it - 1) the point n - 1 by n, and then 
join n - 1 with all points except IZ. This contributes a further amount of Qn_2,n_-1 
posets to 2(n - 1, n). 
In this way, each poset in %(n - 1, n) is obtained exactly once, either by (1) 
(namely if n dominates all but one point) or by (2) (namely if IZ - 1 dominates all 
points except n). Hence Qn_i,” = 3Q2n_-2,n_-1, and the obvious identity Q(1, 2) = 1 
concludes the proof. In the same way, but with more effort, one can show the 
following. 
Proposition 5’. Qnn = [3”-5(25n - 67)j. 
In complete analogy to Theorem 7, we have the following result. 
Theorem 7’. For k < n, the numbers Pkn satisfy an identity 
pkn = 5 CjPk-j,n-j-l, 
j=O 
where the coefficients C, define a generating function C(x) = C& C,xk which is 
the unique solution of the functional fixpoint equation 
&(x1 C(x)) = C(x). 
Here, as in the unlabeled case, we set 
$<XP Y) = C i Qk.k-i+lXkYi, 
k=O i=O 
and as before, it is possible to compute recursively the coefficients ck from the 
numbers Qkn. The first values of ck are 
1, 1, 3, 10, 39, 159, 685, 3042, 13860, 64393, 303949, 1453428, 7025982,... 
in accordance with the values obtained by Culberson and Rawlins [2] via a 
backwards computation from their table for Pkn. In particular, 
PO” = PO,“_1 = 1 
4, = P,,n-1 + POJP-2 
Pz, = Pz,,-~ + Pb-2 + SX,-2 
fin = P3,n-1 + P2,n-2 + ~PI.,-2 + lW,n-s 
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As in the unlabeled case, for fixed k, the numbers Pkn are polynomials of degree 
k in the variable a (n 3 k) and may be written as certain sums of binomial 
coefficients multiplied by polynomials in k. For example, 
P”, = n ; 1 
( ) 
PI, = (n ; ‘) 
P*“=(“;l)+ 2(“;2) 
Px”=(“J+ 4(n;2)+ 5(n;3)+ (“,4) 
P4n=(“;1)+ 6(n;2)+14(n;3)+ 19(“r4)+ ll(“a’) 
Psn=(“,‘)+ 8(n;2)+27(n;3)+ 57(n;4)+ 80(n;5)+ 70(n;6) 
P~=(“61)+10(n;2)+44(n43)+l23(n54)+246(n15)+374(n;6)+423(nO7) 
where A, is a polynomial of degree j in the variable k (see Table 4): 
k-0 
A,” = i ) 0 
AH = 2(“;l)+ :( 
k-l 
> 
Am = 4(k;2) + 5(k;2) + o(k;2) 
A,, = t3(k;3) + 20(k;3) + 18(kL3) + l(ki3) 
AM = 16(k;4)+ 60(k;4)+ 9fki4)+ 69(k;4)+ll(k;4) 
Ak,=32(kT5)+lM)(kq5)+366(k35)+452(kZ5)+304(k;5)+70(kO5) 
A, = 2 .m,(k,i) with B, = 2’ and B,_,,, = 5(j - 1)2’-* (cf. [3]). 
m=O 
A few simple manipulations of the recursion in Theorem 7’ yield another 
recursion formula which was conjectured by Avann [l]: 
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Table 4 
The coefficients A, for j s k S 11 
kj012 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 11 
0 1 
1 1 0 
2 12 0 
3 14 5 1 
4 1 6 14 19 
5 1 8 27 51 
6 1 10 44 123 
7 1 12 65 225 
8 1 14 90 371 
9 1 16 119 569 
10 1 18 152 827 
11 1 20 189 1153 
11 
80 70 
246 314 423 
569 1130 1822 2391 
1125 2704 5387 9116 13222 
2006 5622 13135 26364 46350 72113 
3320 10602 28259 64921 131462 238280 390420 
5191 18586 55528 143053 325353 664573 1234538 2104205 
Corollary 9. With the understanding that Pkn = 0 for k < 0, 
Pkn = Pk-6.n-1 + f: Pk--j,n-l + i Pk-j.n + Pk--4,n+l forks6 andn>k. 
j=O j=2 
Unfortunately, this recursion no longer holds if k > 6. However, a few more 
computations, using Theorem 7’, show how the above formula has to be adapted 
for larger values of k. 
Corollary 10. With the same proviso as in Corollary 9, there exists a recursion of 
the following form for all n > k: 
‘kn = Pk--6,n-1 + i Pk-j,n-_l + i Pk-j,, + Pk-4,n+l 
j=O j=2 
-2 EjPk-j,n-17 
where 
ET= 3, E8 = 14, Eg = 11, El0 = 60, El1 = 107, E12 = 185, - . . . 
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